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Campaign Purpose:
Engage with your prospects on a platform that won’t ignore you - their phones! Starting with a
Facebook Lead Ad, ask people up front if they’re happy to engage you with text messages and if
they are, ask them to engage directly with your content right from their mobile’s. If they don’t wish
to receive texts, that’s fine too - just use your automation platform to send them into email
sequences, no problem. And what better endpoint to this than asking prospects to schedule a
call, since we’re already chatting to them through their phone?



FSMC Campaign:

Starts: When Prospect completed Lead Ad Form.

Stops: When someone schedules a call.

Requested Video - Needs to Click to Primer
Video
Starts: When you send out first email / SMS.
Stops: When someone clicks to watch your
Primer Video.

Clicked to Video - Needs to Schedule Call
Starts: When a contact clicks the video, or
taps it in their SMS messages.
Stops: When someone schedules a call.
Contingencies: If they don’t schedule,
you’ll have a lot of numbers you can
follow up with.

Contingencies: If they don’t click your
primer video, send them to a different
sequence directing them straight to your
main video.

Milestone 1

Milestone 2



Campaign Outline:

Start

SMS

SMS

SMS SMS

Text keyword - Needs to
schedule call

Scheduled Call

Clicked to video - Needs
to text keyword

Requested video - Needs to
click to the primer video

Don't click to primer video -
Needs to Click to Main Video

Email

Email

Email Email

Clicked
to video



Email Schedule:
Requested video - Needs to click to the primer video

Start

SMS 1 SMS 2

SMS 3

Wait 1 hour Wait 1 day Wait 1 hour

Wait 1 dayWait 1 hour

Wait 1 hour Email 1

Email 3

Email 2

Push to
primer video

Push to
primer video

Push to
primer video

Push to
primer video

Push to
primer video

Push to
primer video

Scheduled



Requested video - Needs to click to the primer video

SMS #1 - Push to primer video

SMS #2 - Push to primer video

SMS #2 - Push to primer video

SMS #2 - Push to primer video

SMS #2 - Push to primer video

Did you get the video I sent you? Just wanted to double check. If not,
here’s the link to take a look: LINK

Hope you’re having a great day! Here’s the link to the video you requested if
you haven’t seen it yet: LINK

Just checking to see if you’ve watch the video I sent a couple days ago? Let me know if you have any questions. Here’s
the link if you haven’t seen it yet: LINK

The Phone Funnel Blueprint™
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Emails # 1-3
Push to primer video
Note: These 3 emails promote a hypothetical
Mastermind group. You can easily use these as
examples for your own emails. There are instructions
in [Brackets] to help you.



EMAIL #1 - Push to primer video

Subject: Have you seen my video about [INSERT NICHE]

Hey [Firstname],
[Opening]
Just wanted to check in to see if you’ve seen my video?
[Introduce Big Benefit]
It’s going to show you reveal how you can get a big head start in your business.

[INSERT VIDEO SCREENSHOT]
[Introduce Pain The Video Will Solve]
Best part? You won’t have to deal with trial and error and testing.
You also won’t have to mess with expensive “false starts” in your business.
[Call To Action]
So make sure you check out the video.
Thanks!
NAME
[Insert Another Benefit]
P.S. This video will also help you get an “unfair advantage” over your competitors. Good stuff, so take a look.



EMAIL #2 - Push to primer video

Subject: Check out this video (only 3 minutes)

Hey (firstname),
[Opening]
Just wanted to shoot you another email to double check if you’ve seen my video?
Check it out here:

[INSERT VIDEO SCREENSHOT]
[Reveal A Secret]
It reveals the #1 secret most entrepreneurs and business owners will NEVER know.
[Insert Another Benefit]
It’ll allow you to double or triple your business more than you ever could on your own.
[Urgency]
This video won’t be up for very long, so take a look before it comes down.
[Close]
Take care,
NAME
[Be Like “One Of Them” - Affinity]
P.S. It’s a secret major gurus like Steve Jobs, Bill Gates, Warren Buffet and Napoleon Hill have used.
Now you can use it to boost your business. So take a look at the video now.



EMAIL #3 - Push to primer video

Subject: Last chance to check out my video, (firstname).

[Introduction]
Hi (firstname),
This is your last chance to watch the following video:

[INSERT VIDEO SCREENSHOT]
[List Benefits]
You’ll discover the following that’ll help your business:
— Join a gathering of like-minded entrepreneurs (no more being a lone ranger)
— Discover strategies and tactics that could grow your business fast
— Get a stronger foothold in your market while your competitors are in a “comfort zone”
[Pain Of Missing Out]
Missing this video could mean dealing with the same business frustrations and problems.
[Call To Action]
So check it out.
Best,
NAME



Blueprint of your ‘Primer’ Video

Option #1

Option #2

STEP 1: Reinforce prior positive action

STEP 2: Star: Who you are

STEP 3: Story: Origin

STEP 4: Solution: Pre-frame

STEP 1: Reinforce prior positive action

STEP 2: Problem

STEP 3: Agitate

STEP 4: Solve



SMS 3 Wait 1 dayWait 1 hourEmail 3

Push to
main video

Push to
main video

Scheduled

Don't click

SMS 1 SMS 2Wait 1 hour Wait 1 day Wait 1 hourWait 1 hour Email 1 Email 2

Push to
main video

Push to
main video

Push to
main video

Push to
main video

 

Didn’t click to primer video -
Needs to Click to Main Video



Didn’t click to main video - Needs to watch

SMS #1 - Push back to video

SMS #2 - Push back to video

SMS #3 - Push back to video

Just wanted to see if you saw the video I sent you? If not, check it out: LINK

So you just wanted the video, how interested are you? If you’re interested, here’s another video with
more info: LINK

Hey! Just checking to see if you had any questions? Here’s the video that’ll help you: LINK

The Phone Funnel Blueprint™
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Emails # 1-3
Push to back to video
Note: These 3 emails push the prospect to schedule a
call. You can easily use these as examples for
your own emails. There are instructions in [Brackets]
to help you.



EMAIL #1 - Need To Schedule

Subject: Let’s talk [Firstname]

Dear (firstname),

[Introduction]

Thanks for watching the video I sent you.

[Call To Action]

If you’re interested in learning more, then I encourage you to schedule a Strategy Call with us.

Here’s the link:

[INSERT LINK]

We’ll have a short conversation with you and determine if we can help you take the next steps in your

business.

[Risk Reversal - Future Pacing]

There’s no obligation to buy, just a quick convo to determine if we’ll be a good fit.

Thanks, and take care,

NAME



EMAIL #2 - Need To Schedule

Subject: Ready to take the next step?

Dear (firstname),

[Introduction]

I hope you enjoyed the video I sent you.

[Call To Action]

If the concept sounds good to you, then I encourage you to schedule a Strategy Call with us.

Here’s the link:

[INSERT LINK]

It’s just a conversation to determine if we can help you take the next steps in your business.

[Risk Reversal - Future Pacing]

There’s no obligation to buy, just a quick convo to determine if we’ll be a good fit.

[Scarcity/Urgency]

We’re not sure how long we’re going to have these FREE strategy calls, so get yours now.

NAME



EMAIL #3 - Need To Schedule

Subject: Last chance to chat, (firstname)

Dear (firstname),

[Introduction]

I haven’t heard from you, so thought I’d send you another email.

[Call To Action]

If you’re interested in joining a group of like-minded entrepreneurs, then I encourage you to schedule

a Strategy Call with us.

Here’s the link:

[INSERT LINK]

It’s just a conversation to determine if we are a good fit.

[Scarcity/Urgency]

Spots in the Mastermind are filling up fast. So I encourage you to take action.

Talk soon,

NAME



Blueprint of your ‘Main Event’ Video

STEP 1: Attention grabbing title

STEP 2: What you’ll discover

STEP 3: Who is this for

STEP 4: Imagine if

STEP 5: Why listen to me / Story

STEP 6: Why am I teaching this

STEP 7: You’ll learn 1-4 chunks

STEP 8: Summary

STEP 9: You have 2 choices

STEP 10: Who this is not for

STEP 11: What you’re getting

STEP 12: What to next ‘Text Success’



Clicked video - Needs to text keyword

SMS 3 Wait 1 dayWait 1 hourEmail 3

Push to
text keyword

Push to
text keyword

Texted

SMS 1 SMS 2Wait 1 hour Wait 1 day Wait 1 hourWait 1 hour Email 1 Email 2

Push to
text keyword

Push to
text keyword

Push to
text keyword

Push to
text keyword

Clicked



Clicked video - Needs to text keyword

SMS #1 - Conversation starter

SMS #2 - Conversation starter

SMS #3 - Conversation starter

Noticed you watched the video. Did you catch the message at the end? [MAIN VIDEO LINK]

You can text the keyword at the end of this video to schedule a FREE call with us: [MAIN VIDEO LINK]

At the end of this video, I show you the next steps to take: [MAIN VIDEO LINK]

The Phone Funnel Blueprint™
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Emails # 1-3 - Clicked to Video -
Needs To Text Keyword
Note: These 3 emails push the prospect to text a
keyword. You can easily use these as examples for
your own emails. There are instructions in [Brackets]
to help you.



EMAIL #1 - Need To Schedule

Subject: You left something behind...

Dear ~Contact.FirstName~,

[Introduction]

Thanks for watching the video I sent you.

But it appears you missed something at the end.

There’s a number to text that will help us take the next steps.

Catch it at the end of the :

[INSERT LINK]

You’ll be able to have a short conversation with us and determine if we can help you take the next

steps in your business.

[Risk Reversal - Future Pacing]

Thanks, and take care,

NAME



EMAIL #2 - Need To Text Keyword

Subject: You might have missed something

Dear ~Contact.FirstName~,

[Introduction]

I hope you enjoyed the video I sent you.

But I want to make sure you didn’t miss the end, where I detail the next steps for you to take.

If the concept sounds good to you, then I encourage you to text in the number at the end of the video..

Here’s the video link again:

[INSERT LINK]

It’ll start the conversation to determine if we can help you take the next steps in your business.

[Risk Reversal - Future Pacing]

[Scarcity/Urgency]

We’re not sure how long we’re going to keep this up, so don’t miss out.

NAME



EMAIL #3 - Need To Text Keyword

Subject: Don’t miss this...

Hi ~Contact.FirstName~,

[Introduction]

You haven’t text in yet, so thought I’d send you another email.

If you’re interested in joining a group of like-minded entrepreneurs, then I encourage you to take the

action detailed at the end of this video.

Here’s the link:

[INSERT LINK]

[Scarcity/Urgency]

Spots in the Mastermind are filling up fast. So I encourage you to take action.

Talk soon,

NAME



Texted - Needs to schedule call

SMS 3 Wait 1 dayWait 1 hourEmail 3

Push to
schedule

Push to
schedule

Scheduled

SMS 1Texted
keyword

SMS 2Wait 1 hour Wait 1 day Wait 1 hourWait 1 hour Email 1 Email 2

Push to
schedule

Push to
schedule

Push to
schedule

Push to
schedule



Watched Main Video - Needs to schedule

SMS #1 - Conversation starter

SMS #2 - Conversation starter

SMS #3 - Conversation starter

Just noticed you watch the video. Want to schedule a call with us? [LINK]

Just wanted to see if there’s anything that’s holding you back? [LINK]

Hey! Just checking to see if you had any questions? [LINK]

The Phone Funnel Blueprint™
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Emails # 1-3
Push For Scheduling
Note: These 3 emails push the prospect to schedule a
call. You can easily use these as examples for
your own emails. There are instructions in [Brackets]
to help you.



EMAIL #1 - Need To Schedule

Subject: Let’s talk [Firstname]

Dear (firstname),

[Introduction]

Thanks for watching the video I sent you.

[Call To Action]

If you’re interested in learning more, then I encourage you to schedule a Strategy Call with us.

Here’s the link:

[INSERT LINK]

We’ll have a short conversation with you and determine if we can help you take the next steps in your

business.

[Risk Reversal - Future Pacing]

There’s no obligation to buy, just a quick convo to determine if we’ll be a good fit.

Thanks, and take care,

NAME



EMAIL #2 - Need To Schedule

Subject: Ready to take the next step?

Dear (firstname),

[Introduction]

I hope you enjoyed the video I sent you.

[Call To Action]

If the concept sounds good to you, then I encourage you to schedule a Strategy Call with us.

Here’s the link:

[INSERT LINK]

It’s just a conversation to determine if we can help you take the next steps in your business.

[Risk Reversal - Future Pacing]

There’s no obligation to buy, just a quick convo to determine if we’ll be a good fit.

[Scarcity/Urgency]

We’re not sure how long we’re going to have these FREE strategy calls, so get yours now.

NAME



EMAIL #3 - Need To Schedule

Subject: Last chance to chat, (firstname)

Dear (firstname),

[Introduction]

I haven’t heard from you, so thought I’d send you another email.

[Call To Action]

If you’re interested in joining a group of like-minded entrepreneurs, then I encourage you to schedule

a Strategy Call with us.

Here’s the link:

[INSERT LINK]

It’s just a conversation to determine if we are a good fit.

[Scarcity/Urgency]

Spots in the Mastermind are filling up fast. So I encourage you to take action.

Talk soon,

NAME



SMS #1 - Confirmation of call

SMS #2 - Call is tomorrow

SMS #3 - Call is today

Just wanted to let you’re know you’re all set for the call. Thanks....we look forward to chatting with you.

Just a reminder your call is today at [INSERT TIME]. Look forward to speaking with you?

Hope you’re having a good one! Just wanted to let you know your call is tomorrow at [INSERT TIME].
Talk to you tomorrow!

Scheduled - Needs to show up for call



SMS #1 - Nurture

SMS #2 - Nurture

SMS #3 - Nurture

SMS #4 - Nurture

Hey! Just wanted to check in to see how you’re doing and if you need any help with [Insert Niche]. 
If so, feel free to schedule a call here: LINK

Just checking to see if you had any questions? If so, let me know. You can also schedule a call here:
LINK

Hope you’re having a good one. Just wanted to see if you’re still interested? If you are, let me know:
LINK

Just wanted to see if you are still interested? If so, we’d like to speak with you. Feel free to
schedule a call here: LINK

SMS Nurture Sequence


